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If you own a tank model 3412 or 3464 manufactured between January 1, 2011 and December 31,
2011 and you have not yet taken appropriate action, you may wish to visit the website

www.VortensSettlement.com to determine whether you own an affected tank. To do so, please enter
your Tank Model Number, Serial Number, or the model number, serial number or name of your

affected tank in the form located at that website. You may also contact the Settlement Administrator
by calling 1-855-424-0783 or by writing to Vortens Settlement, P.O. Box 4540, Portland, OR

97208-4540. Vortens has agreed to provide monetary compensation to plaintiffs in this class action
lawsuit in the form of money to be paid to those who meet the claims and damage eligibility

requirements in the lawsuit. Class members who qualify for this settlement will receive a combined
settlement payout of at least $25,000 to cover at least partial compensation for property damages.

In addition, Vortens will donate $25,000 to each of three sets of worthy charitable organizations.
Each such donation will require the recipient organization to commit to a long-term partnership with
the donated funds. In addition, Vortens will pay the legal fees and other expenses incurred by class

counsel for the prosecution of this lawsuit. If you are not satisfied with the results of the initial
inquiry you conducted in order to determine whether your tank is included in the settlement, you

have the option of filing a claim by visiting the website www.VortensSettlement.com. On this
website, please enter your Tank Model Number, Serial Number, or the model number, serial number
or name of your affected tank. Class members are only required to submit two photographs (one of

the exterior and one of the interior) in the claim submission, and all photographs must be of the
affected toilet tank. You are encouraged to capture the photographs with your mobile device, but
you are also encouraged to take photographs of your toilet tank with your smartphone or digital

camera and print them out. Please keep the photographs of your toilet tank in a folder that is easily
accessible. Finally, please be sure to fill out the Claim Submission Form. The form can be

downloaded from the website
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If you havent received a claim yet and would like to, you can visit the www.vortens.com site and fill
out an online claim form. Please also note that some people are filing a claim with the company, but

not with the lawyers, so keep an eye on your mail for a claim from Vortens. In the meantime, the
builder contacted us for our advice on how to solve the issue without incurring any further costs to
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homeowners, and we were able to help. The only solution that makes sense, from a business and
consumer perspective, is to make the toilets better. Of course, that isnt feasible for either Vortens or

Taylor Morrison right now. How would I apply for this money, the website is not very clear. Also, I
need to fill out paperwork, etc. My gut tells me there has been water damage, but I just don't know if
it was Tank related. I have water problems, and am dreading the future. If anyone has knowledge of

this, please respond. We recently purchased a home and noticed the bathroom floor was wet. We
called and the plumber was very quick to come and fix the leak in the floor. But the plumber told us

the cause of the leak was the tank. If you would like we could provide proof of what happened?
Please help me I don't need the money but I will need to know if I have a valid claim. We purchased a
home two years ago and, since moving in, have experienced many problems, such as the carpet in
the master bedroom is always damp; the toilet has leaked onto the floor, wet patch on bathroom

floor, floors are usually sticky and wet. After the plumber came and had some work done, we could
no longer use the dryer because there was water near the dryer door. All of this occurred after the

home inspection. The plumber said that the leak was in the toilet. After we moved in we cleaned the
floors and the carpet and had the carpet cleaned. Then, the house started leaking again. We have a
house that is 8 years old, and the realtor warned us that it was unsafe and mold would be growing.
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